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TO:
Development Review Board
FROM:
Scott Gustin & Mary O’Neil, Principal Planners
DATE:
January 30, 2017
RE:
17-0623CA/MA; 329-375 North Avenue
======================================================================
Note: These are staff comments only; decisions on projects are made by the Development
Review Board, which may approve, deny, table or modify any project. THE APPLICANT
OR REPRESENTATIVE MUST ATTEND THE MEETING.
Zone: NAC-CR

Ward: 4N

Owner/Applicant: BCCH, LLC & 375 North Ave, LLC / Eric Farrell
Request: Proposed development consisting of 11 buildings containing 735 residential units,
approximately 45,000 sq. ft. of non-residential support/amenity space, approximately 40,000 sq. ft.
of neighborhood commercial spaces and 1,093 parking spaces.
Applicable Regulations:
Article 3 (Applications and Reviews), Article 4 (Maps & Districts), Article 5 (Citywide General
Regulations), Article 6 (Development Criteria & Guidelines), Article 8 (Parking), Article 9
(Inclusionary and Replacement Housing), Article 10 (Subdivision), and Article 11 (Planned Unit
Development)
Background Information:
Known as Cambrian Rise, the application proposes development with mixed commercial and
residential uses, related buildings and infrastructure across approximately 21.65 acres (per plan
BA1) at 329-375 North Avenue. The total unit count has fluctuated somewhat and is presently at
735 residential units, inclusive of the 65 units already permitted in the former orphanage building.
During the summer and fall of 2016, this project underwent several sketch plan reviews with the
Conservation Board, Design Advisory Board, and Development Review Board. Conservation
Board comments centered on stormwater management and commended the proposed management
of stormwater management onsite, rather than utilization of the city system. The Design Advisory
Board reviewed the sketch plans twice. Doing so allowed the DAB an opportunity to get an
overview of the proposal; comments were limited to questions about the overall development, and
a desire to cut back the hard edges of the buildings along North Avenue as they abutted smaller
structures (to the south). The Board acknowledged the large scope of the project, and their limited
time or opportunity to discuss any particular building or part of the plan in any depth. They
requested additional work sessions during the formal review process. The Development Review
Board also reviewed the sketch plans twice. DRB comments discouraged shared pedestrian/bike
use of sidewalks, noted concerns about the consistently large massing of the proposed structures,
particularly near the orphanage, suggested reduction in surface parking, and encouraged
strengthening of the streetscape.

Following the final sketch plan reviews, the project was revised to address comments from the
boards and the public. Formal application for this project was made December 1, 2016.
The Conservation Board reviewed this application December 19, 2016. The Board unanimously
recommended approval of the project as presented. In their recommendation, the Board noted
their appreciation of the stormwater management design and that the applicants joined CATMA as
part of their transportation management initiatives.
The Design Advisory Board reviewed this project several times and ultimately recommended
approval with a 5-0-0 vote. The DAB recommended the following conditions:
1. Any ground-mounted or roof-mounted mechanical equipment shall be screened from
view from the public way,
2. The handicapped accessible path leading to the waterfront bike path shall be constructed
earlier than phase 10,
3. At Building C, the visible amount of retaining wall along the south side of the building
shall be decreased through the use of earth berming and/or landscaping,
4. At Building C, the screening detail that is utilized at parking structures shall not be also
utilized at commercial spaces,
5. At Building H, the entrance to the commercial space at the southwest corner of the
building shall be made more prominent and welcoming by the addition of more glazing,
6. At building I, the main residential entrance facing west shall be made more prominent,
and the exterior stair at the northwest corner of the building that leads to a secondary
entrance shall be made less prominent,
7. At building I, no rooftop mechanical equipment shall be located on the roof of the
gymnasium due to the visibility of this roof from neighboring buildings,
8. At building M, the trash enclosure at the southeast corner of the building shall be made
less dominant, such as by changing the material or color, and
9. At building Q, the stair tower at the northwest corner of the building shall be treated with
similar cladding and screening materials as the main building, to improve the terminus
view from North Road.
Revised project plans have been submitted to address, in part, the recommendations of the DAB.
Some items remain outstanding as noted in these findings.
The City Council approved the new zoning district (NAC-CR) affecting this project area. Those
standards and dimensional requirements apply to this review.
The project plans depict property lines presently under separate subdivision review. Preliminary
plat approval was granted October 19, 2016. Final plat approval is required in order to finalize the
proposed boundary lines.
The Development Review Board held an initial public hearing to review this application on
January 17, 2017. The hearing focused on building design and site layout. The hearing was
continued to address other items such as traffic, parking, inclusionary housing, etc.. These
findings have been updated to reflect changes and additional information submitted since the
January 17 hearing. Changes are redlined.
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Previous zoning actions for this property are noted below.
 Zoning Permit 16-022CA; Remove slate roof and install copper. Approved January 2016.


Zoning Permit 16-1077MP; Tree maintenance plan. Approved November 2015.



Zoning Permit 16-007CA/MA; Convert orphanage to 63 residential units. Approved
September 2015. Amended February 2016 to increase to 65 residential units and minor
exterior alterations.



Zoning Permit 15-0702LL; Lot line adjustment with 329 North Avenue. Approved
December 2014. [Plat recorded 1/16/2015; Plat file 509C.]



Zoning Permit 14-1286CA; Installation of CCTA bus shelter on Burlington College
property. Approved June 2014.



Zoning Permit 12-0706SN; replace existing non-conforming freestanding sign with new
freestanding sign for Burlington College – Main Campus. Approved March, 2012.



Zoning Permit 12-0121CA; Install rooftop air handler, five ac units, bike racks, and remove
walls from garage. Approved August 11, 2011.



Zoning Permit 11-0282CU; convert existing institutional office use and group home use to
post-secondary school. No site or exterior building changes proposed. Approved
November 2010.



Zoning Permit 09-526CA; Demolish single car garage. Approved February 2009.



Non-applicability of zoning permit requirements; continued use of existing group home.
June 1998.



Zoning Permit 92-096 / COA 092-016; Removal of existing wooden cross with installation
of fiberglass statuary of St. Mary on top of Diocese building. Overall height to be 104’
with exterior illumination to surround statue. Approved September 1991.



Notice of selective landscape removal on west. No change in grade of site or drainage of
runoff water. December 1991.



Zoning Permit 79-352; install septic tank and seepage bed. July 1979.



Zoning Permit 77-03; renovation of existing structure “St. Josephs Child Center” into
office space and three apartments for Bishop and two priests. Approved January 1977.



Zoning Permit 77-628; Convert St. Joseph’s Child Center into office building, three
apartments and three guests’ rooms. Remove some windows and brick up openings.
Install new windows. Erect 28’6” x 30’ addition and 32’ x 66’ addition. December 1976.

Recommendation: Continued review and continuation of public hearing to address the
outstanding items noted in the findings below:
I. Findings
Article 3: Applications and Reviews
Part 5, Conditional Use & Major Impact Review:
Section 3.5.6 (a) Conditional Use Review Standards
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Approval shall be granted only if the DRB, after public notice and public hearing, determines that
the proposed conditional use and associated development shall not result in an undue adverse
effect on each of the following general standards:
1. Existing or planned public utilities, facilities or services are capable of supporting the proposed
use in addition to the existing uses in the area;
New public streets and related infrastructure are included in this development. Even so, it is
expected to have impacts on existing public utilities, facilities, and services. Burlington Electric
Department and the Department of Public Works have both been extensively involved in the
municipal review of this proposal since Technical Review Committee on June 9, 2016. BED has
commented specifically for this zoning permit application that the Department is confident about
the overall energy performance of the development. DPW has been even more extensively
involved due to the array of new public infrastructure. DPW submitted written comment relative
to traffic impacts and needed transportation improvements on January 17, 2017. Additionally,
DPW provided a water/sewer capacity letter affirming available municipal capacity on October 10,
2016. Municipal services are further addressed under item (b) 7 below. (Affirmative finding as
conditioned)
2. The character of the area affected as defined by the purpose or purposes of the zoning
district(s) within which the project is located, and specifically stated policies and standards of
the municipal development plan;
The subject properties, formerly comprising Burlington College, are located within the newly
established Neighborhood Activity Center – Cambrian Rise (NAC-CR) zone. They are bordered
on three sides by RCO and/or conserved lands. Across North Avenue, there is a strip of
Residential Low Density zone comprised mostly of detached dwellings and a handful of
nonresidential uses.
This project is transformative and will establish an entirely new character within the subject
properties. As proposed, the intensity and diversity of uses is consistent with the intent of the
NAC-CR zone. The zone is intended to create a new center for mixed use development that allows
for a range of housing types and tenures and to accommodate a diverse range of complimentary
commercial, institutional, and neighborhood-oriented retail and service uses. (Affirmative
finding)
3. The proposed use will not have nuisance impacts from noise, odor, dust, heat, and vibrations
greater than typically generated by other permitted uses in the same zoning district;
A variety of uses is included in the proposed development. They include:
 Residential (attached multi-family dwellings)
 Commercial bakery
 Restaurant
 General office
 College (post-secondary school)
 General retail (small < 4,000 sf)
 Large daycare
 Hotel
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The proposed residential uses will not have nuisance impacts from noise, odor, dust, heat, and
vibrations greater than that generated by other residential neighborhoods in the area. None of the
non-residential uses are expected to generate exceptional nuisance impacts either. The impacts
considered under this criterion are most typically associated with industrial uses – none are
included in this project. (Affirmative finding)
4. The transportation system is capable of supporting the proposed use in addition to the existing
uses in the area. Evaluation factors include street designations and capacity; level of service
and other performance measures; access to arterial roadways; connectivity; transit
availability; parking and access; impacts on pedestrian, bicycle and transit circulation; safety
for all modes; and adequate transportation demand management strategies;
A comprehensive traffic analysis has been provided and addresses all of the typical key
considerations such as traffic generation, intersection LOS, queues, sight lines, and safety. The
Department of Public Works has reviewed the traffic analysis and has provided comment.
The traffic study is predicated on 667 new residential units (this unit count reflects the net increase
from the previously evaluated and permitted 65-unit conversion of the orphanage building, but is
still 3 units shy of the actual net increase of 670 units [670+65 = 735]). Similarly, the sizes of the
non-residential uses included in the traffic study do not mirror the sizes noted in the parking
calculation table. A memorandum from the applicant’s traffic engineer dated December 28, 2016
addresses these discrepancies with corrected numbers.
Not surprisingly, this project is expected to generate significant traffic. A daily total of 4,620
vehicle trip ends is projected. AM peak hour is expected to generate 381 vehicle trip ends, and PM
peak hour is expected to generate 425 vehicle trip ends. These traffic generation estimates assume
10% vehicular trip reduction due to transportation demand management measures. While a
reduction may reasonably be expected, there is no apparent explanation of exactly why the
reduction is expected to be 10%. Specific basis for this assumption is needed.
Extensive intersection analysis is included in the traffic study. Most intersection LOS remains
unchanged by the project, although some worsen or even improve. The LOS figures assume
recommended transportation improvements are in place (noted in Sec. 5.2, Congestion Analysis
Assumptions). This assumption is significant and is contingent on Department of Public Works
approval of public street alterations. Queue length analysis is also included and presumably carries
the same assumptions. In most cases, queue lengths increased modestly by 2-3 vehicles.
The safety analysis within the study identified no high crash locations within immediate vicinity of
the development.
Sight distance analysis found that sight distances along North Avenue relative to the project’s new
roads are more than double the standard (600 feet available vs. 280 feet standard). The signal
warrant analysis found that a signal at the newly created intersection of North Avenue and the
project’s “South Road” is warranted. Signal warrants are not triggered at the intersection with
“North Road,” but pedestrian crossing improvements are recommended.
In their January 17, 2017 review of the traffic analysis, DPW concurred with the recommendations
and, in addition, articulated a number of requirements, suggestions, and general comments.
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Significant emphasis has been placed on pedestrian and bicycle safety and circulation. Rather than
repeat the entirety of DPW’s review, their January 17, 2017 letter will be incorporated by reference
into these findings and incorporated into conditions of approval.
Traffic impact fees will be due to help fund capital improvements to the city’s transportation
infrastructure. (Affirmative finding as conditioned)
and,
5. The utilization of renewable energy resources;
Utilization of renewable energy resources is included in this project. As proposed, the
development will incorporate solar panels and geothermal heating. Building design and
orientation is intended to maximize solar access. (Affirmative finding)
and,
6. Any standards or factors set forth in existing City bylaws and city and state ordinances;
This project was reviewed by the Technical Review Committee on June 9, 2016. Insofar as
comments from that review pertained to zoning standards, they are noted in these findings.
Discussions with affected city departments are ongoing. Separate Act 250 review will likely be
required.
(b) Major Impact Review Standards
1. Not result in undue water, air, or noise pollution;
A comprehensive stormwater management plan has been developed for this project. Minimal
water quality impacts on Lake Champlain are anticipated as a result. Details are addressed under
Sec. 5.5.3.
Air and noise pollution are expected to be minimal. As noted above, no industrial uses typically
associated with air or noise pollution are included in the project plans. (Affirmative finding)
2. Have sufficient water available for its needs;
See Sec. 3.5.6 (a) 1.
3. Not unreasonably burden the city’s present or future water supply or distribution system;
See Sec. 3.5.6 (a) 1.
4. Not cause unreasonable soil erosion or reduction in the capacity of the land to hold water so
that a dangerous or unhealthy condition may result;
See Sec. 5.5.3.
5. Not cause unreasonable congestion or unsafe conditions on highways, streets, waterways,
railways, bikeways, pedestrian pathways or other means of transportation, existing or proposed;
See Sec. 3.5.6 (a) 4.
6. Not cause an unreasonable burden on the city’s ability to provide educational services;
Single detached residential units are commonly the most significant per-unit dwelling type for
families with school age children in Vermont. This project contains no such units; it contains
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exclusively attached multi-family dwellings of various sizes. With 735 residential units; however,
this project can be reasonably expected to contain at least some families with school-age children.
The application postulates an estimate of ~52 school-age children. This figure is based on
estimates for the studio, 1-, 2-, and 3-bedroom units. Additional information has been provided
that addresses impacts per unit type and what the anticipated unit-to-school children ratio is based
on. No final comments from the School Department have yet been received. Discussions with
that department have been ongoing. If this project receives final approval, impact fees would be
paid to help offset impacts on the school system. (Affirmative finding as conditioned)
7. Not place an unreasonable burden on the city’s ability to provide municipal services;
The Fire Department provided technical comments relative to fire safety at Technical Review.
These technical requirements will be administered through the offices of the Fire Marshal and the
Building Inspector. The Fire Marshal has issued an ability to serve letter regarding the project.
The Burlington Police Department has issued an ability to serve letter dated January 13, 2017. The
letter anticipates increased demand on police services, but expects that the development will not
adversely impact the department in the context of providing police services to the site.
See Sec. 3.5.6 (a) 1 for Electric and Public Works Departments.
See Sec. 3.5.6 (b) 12 for Parks and Recreation Department.
See Sec. 3.5.6 (b) 6 for School Department.
Impact fees will be paid to help fund necessary capital improvements necessitated by this
development. (Affirmative finding as conditioned)
8. Not have an undue adverse effect on rare, irreplaceable or significant natural areas, historic or
archaeological sites, nor on the scenic or natural beauty of the area or any part of the city;
See Article 6 for effects on significant natural areas, historic buildings, and archaeological
significance.
9. Not have an undue adverse effect on the city’s present or future growth patterns nor on the
city’s fiscal ability to accommodate such growth, nor on the city’s investment in public services
and facilities;
The project is proposed in an area long targeted in the city’s Municipal Development Plan for
intensified development. The newly established NAC-CR articulates purpose and standards for
this growth center. Insofar as the proposed development is consistent with the intent of the NACCR zone, it is consistent with the city’s anticipated growth patterns. As noted in these findings,
improvements to public infrastructure, at the cost of the applicants, are required to adequately
support the development. (Affirmative finding)
10. Be in substantial conformance with the city’s municipal development plan;
The application demonstrates substantial conformance with the Municipal Development Plan.
The property is located within an area identified as a center for growth and development (Future
Land Use Map – Centers for Growth and Development & Land Use Policies, pg. I-2).
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The introduction of a variety of attached multi-family housing unit types and bedroom counts is
consistent with the city policy to support the development of additional housing opportunities
within identified activity centers (Land Use Plan, pg. I-2 & Housing Plan, pg. IX-1).
The project will handle essentially all of its stormwater onsite utilizing the available green spaces
and sandy soils for infiltration (Natural Environment Action Plan, pg. II-12).
The development will provide inclusionary housing units (City Policies, pg. IX-1) as required by
the Comprehensive Development Ordinance.
The project incorporates alternative energies (solar and geothermal), thereby reducing utilization
of fossil fuels (City Policies, pg. VIII-1).
The project will provide ready access to GMT bus service. Carshare Vermont service is
anticipated. The project includes far more than the minimum requirement for bike storage and
maintenance facilities and provides easy access to the waterfront bike path (Stressing Other Modes
of Travel, pg. V-12). (Affirmative finding)
11. Not have an undue adverse impact on the present or projected housing needs of the city in
terms of amount, type, affordability and location;
As noted above, the proposed development is located in an area targeted for higher intensity
development. The proposed housing units are all multi-family in nature. There is; however, a
variety of bedroom counts and price points (including inclusionary, “work force,” and market rate
units). There is also a mix of owner-occupied and rental units. Senior housing units will also be
provided. The development addresses city policy to provide a variety of housing types.
(Affirmative finding)
12. Not have an undue adverse impact on the present or projected park and recreation needs of the
city.
Residents of the new dwelling units will likely utilize the city’s park and recreation facilities. As
part of the overall development scheme for these properties, the 12-acre parcel that hugs the
development site to the south and west was conveyed to the city for conservation and designation
as an “urban wild.” Within the development, a variety of recreational features are included, such
as a community pool, fitness center, garden spaces, and paths. Parks impact fees will be paid to
help offset any related impact on public park needs. Per the development agreement, a $300K
credit will apply to parks impact fees due. (Affirmative finding as conditioned)
(c) Conditions of Approval:
In addition to imposing conditions of approval necessary to satisfy the General Standards
specified in (a) or (b) above, the DRB may also impose additional conditions of approval relative
to any of the following:
1. Mitigation measures, including but not limited to screening, landscaping, where necessary to
reduce noise and glare and to maintain the property in a character in keeping with the
surrounding area.
The proposed development is not expected to generate offsite noise or glare substantial enough to
require mitigation. (Affirmative finding)
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2. Time limits for construction.
A “sequencing plan” is included in the application. An initial 10-year timeframe that is
automatically renewable thereafter is requested. For a project of this size, a 10-year timeframe is
reasonable. Any extension thereto; however, will require approval by the Development Review
Board per Sec. 3.2.9, Zoning Permits, (d) Time Limits on Zoning Permits. There is no provision
within the zoning code for automatic extensions.
Project phasing has been clarified. The L-EX4 plan is the guiding phasing plan for the
development. It clearly defines distinct phases and the anticipated order of development. Note
also the DAB’s recommendation that the handicap accessible path leading to the waterfront bike
path be constructed before phase 10.
The phasing plans indicate that all of the rental inclusionary housing units will be constructed
within the first two years of construction (phases 2 & 3 sheet L-EX4). Doing so is acceptable and
consistent with the intent of Sec. 9.1.17, Review of Proposal for Phasing. At the January 17, 2017
public hearing, the applicant testified that for-sale inclusionary units will be provided in Building
M. This building is to be constructed immediately after the rental inclusionary units.
The sequencing plan also makes note of temporary project features, such as interim parking areas
needed to support completed buildings while others are under construction. Given the scope and
duration of this project, such temporary facilities are reasonably anticipated. (Affirmative finding
as conditioned)
3. Hours of operation and/or construction to reduce the impacts on surrounding properties.
With the exception of post-secondary school, all of the specific uses articulated in the application
are permitted within the NAC-CR zone and are not subject to limitations on days or hours of
operation. A typical post-secondary school is operative 24/7 year round with intermittent breaks.
At least general parameters around the operation of the anticipated post-secondary school are
needed.
The applicants propose days and hours of construction Monday – Sunday, 7:00 AM-9:00 PM.
These extensive hours are acceptable given the isolation of this development site relative to other
residential neighborhoods. (Affirmative finding)
4. That any future enlargement or alteration of the use return for review to the DRB to permit the
specifying of new conditions; and,
Any future enlargement or alteration will be reviewed under the zoning regulations in effect at that
time.
5. Such additional reasonable performance standards, conditions and safeguards, as it may deem
necessary to implement the purposes of this chapter and the zoning regulations.
To be addressed in conditions of approval.
Article 4: Maps & Districts
Sec. 4.4.2, Neighborhood Mixed Use Districts:
(a) Purpose
(4) Neighborhood Activity Center – Cambrian Rise (NAC-CR)
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The Neighborhood Activity Center – Cambrian Rise District is intended to create a new center for
mixed use development that allows for a range of housing types and tenures, and to accommodate
a diverse range of complimentary general office, institutional and neighborhood oriented smallscale retail and service uses. Development should be compact, pedestrian-oriented and enhance
the community with creative design, durable materials, and quality construction. Buildings should
be oriented towards the streets. Human scale elements should help to define new streets as civic
spaces. Parking should be located as to be screened from view from public streets and community
spaces.
The diversity of uses included in this proposal reflects the intent of this new zoning district. The
compact site design and street layout provide the framework for a new mixed use neighborhood.
Sidewalks, shared use paths, hardscaping, and street-level treatments of the proposed buildings
establish a pedestrian-friendly environment. With revisions as recommended by the Design
Advisory Board, the project design can be found consistent with this criterion. (Affirmative
finding)
(b) Dimensional Standards & Density
FAR in the NAC-CR zone is limited to 2.0. The subject properties amount to 21.65 acres (943,074
sf). Total above-ground building area could be up to 1,886,148 sf (FAR 2.0 in this case). As
proposed, FAR will be 0.98 (921,000 sf above-ground building area).
Maximum permissible lot coverage is 60% in the NAC-CR zone. As proposed, lot coverage will
total 64%. This additional coverage is allowable under the provisions of Article 9 for provision of
inclusionary housing. Note that this percentage is based on November 28, 2016 calculations.
There have been plan revisions since then. Confirmation of current lot coverage is needed.
Within the NAC-CR zone, front yard setbacks of 0’ – 20’ are permissible, except that along North
Avenue front yard setbacks of 20’ – 30’ are permissible. Within the development, all of the
buildings comply with the 0’ – 20’ front yard setback. Along North Avenue, the southern portion
of Building G appears to encroach into the 20’ minimum setback – it appears to come as close as
17’ to the front property line. Minimum side and rear yard setbacks of 10’ and 20’, respectively,
only apply to the periphery of the NAC-CR zone. The project plans comply with these peripheral
side and rear yard setbacks.
Within the NAC-CR zone, buildings must be at least 2 stories and 22’ tall up to a maximum of 65’.
An additional 10’ in height may be afforded for provision of inclusionary housing as noted in
Article 9 of these findings. As all of the buildings are set back further than 10’ from the public
sidewalks, height is measured from the average finished grade around each building. Building
heights are noted in elevation drawings and also summarized in sheet L-EX3, Building Heights.
All of the buildings are under the 75’ (with inclusionary) maximum height. All but two of them
are below the standard 65’ height limit. Building C reaches 70’ and Building I reaches 73.’
(Affirmative finding as conditioned)
(c) Permitted & Conditional Uses
Multifamily residential development is a permitted use in the NAC-CR zone. As noted previously,
all of the non-residential uses, except for post-secondary school, included in this application are
permitted in the NAC-CR zone. The post-secondary school is a conditional use. A summary
table of all proposed uses, their locations and sizes, has been provided. Note that the “fitness
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center” will be an amenity for exclusive use of project residents and adjacent neighbors. It will not
be a commercial health club. This distinction has significance relative to parking as noted under
Article 8. (Affirmative finding)
(d) District Specific Regulations
(1) Ground Floor Residential Uses Restricted
Not applicable in the NAC-CR zone.
(2) Exception to Maximum Lot Coverage in NAC District
Not applicable.
(3) Development Bonuses/Additional Allowances
See Article 9 for height increase relative to inclusionary zoning requirements.
Article 5: Citywide General Regulations
Sec. 5.2.3, Lot Coverage Requirements
See Article 4 above.
Sec. 5.2.4, Buildable Area Calculation
Not applicable in the NAC-CR zone.
Sec. 5.2.5, Setbacks
See Article 4 above.
Sec. 5.2.6, Building Height Limits
See Article 4 above.
Sec. 5.2.7, Density and Intensity of Development Calculations
See Article 4 above.
Sec. 5.5.1, Nuisance Regulations
Nothing in the proposal appears to constitute a nuisance under this criterion. (Affirmative
finding)
Sec. 5.5.2, Outdoor Lighting
See Sec. 6.2.2 (o).
Sec. 5.5.3, Stormwater and Erosion Control
A comprehensive stormwater management plan is proposed. While details are many, the system is
basically geared towards using the sandy soils onsite to infiltrate stormwater into the ground.
Infiltration facilities will be located in a number of places within the development. Green streets,
underground infiltration chambers, and swales are some of the design components. 100% of the 1year storm event will be infiltrated onsite. Post-development runoff rates will match predevelopment rates for the 10-year storm event. What overflow there is will discharge into Lake
Champlain. No additional runoff will enter the city system. In addition, the stormwater
management plan includes provision for capturing and storing stormwater for gardening and
possibly some toilet flushing. Given the size of this project and the anticipated duration of its
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construction, the stormwater management plan also incorporates interim measures for utilization
while construction is ongoing.
An erosion prevention and sediment control plan has been provided. It addresses site management
per phase for the duration of construction.
The Conservation Board reviewed these proposed measures at their December 19, 2016 meeting
and recommended approval. Final review and approval by the city’s stormwater program is
required. (Affirmative finding as conditioned)
Article 6: Development Review Standards:
Part 1: Land Division Design Standards
Subdivision approval is being sought separately.
Part 2: Site Plan Design Standards
Sec. 6.2.2 Review Standards
(a) Protection of Important Natural Features:
At present, the majority of the project area west of the former orphanage is lawn. Extensive
examination has been made of the existing site conditions during preparation of a tree management
plan for this and the parkland area (2016) and stormwater planning for this development. The
precipitous grade change from North Avenue west to the parkland is the most significant natural
feature; one which is incorporated within the development plans submitted. A tree survey is
included. A fully developed landscaping plan has been provided as part of the submission packet.
(Affirmative finding)
(b) Topographical Alterations:
One of the most distinctive features of this site is the grade change; nearly a 70’ difference
between North Avenue and the westerly edge of the project area. The buildings and parking decks
are arranged to take advantage of the steep grade change specific to the site. Documents provided
outline, where necessary, topographic adjustment to facilitate the development, including
construction of sub-grade parking garages, building foundations, pathways, green areas, and roads.
Plans C2.1-C2.5 specifically address grading. Reference is made to specific landscaping plans
within the submission documents to identify grade elevations at identified areas of the site.
Modeled renderings reveal a complicated fabric where openings provide access to differing floor
and parking plates; stairs emerge and a variety of retaining walls resolve grade changes. The DAB
has recommended modification of site and landscaping to ameliorate the visual impact of some
retaining walls. These changes are reflected in revised plans. (Affirmative finding)
(c) Protection of Important Public Views:
Views from and through private property are typically not protected. The new public park, west of
this development, will provide an opportunity for the public to enjoy westerly views of the lake
and mountains. Residents within these new housing units will be afforded a similar vista.
An east-west greenway will extend behind the orphanage, with buildings C and E, P, Q and R as a
structural frame. The visual greenway continues west, across west road (trees allowing) to the
walkway and orchard. Buildings with favorable orientation have included rooftop terraces and
decks, patios, balconies and galerias to exploit opportunities for extraordinary views.
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Public views can be created by orchestrated terminus vistas via public roadway; east/west on both
South and North roads. South Road offers a greater potential as the westerly end is not interrupted
by structure. The Design Advisory Board expressed concern that the westward vista on North
Road would be of an external stair tower. They have recommended that the stair tower be revised
to be expressed in the same material and similar design as on the building to provide an enhanced
terminus view.
Revised design has created a more focused terminus view southward on West Road, where the
building has been treated with additional attention to attract and define a focal point of interest.
Plans include a notation for an additional “focal element” (Plan L204), which has not been defined.
Revised plans for a cemetery access point (L-EXa, L208 and Cemetery Access Plan) at the
northerly terminus of West Road have been submitted; something that was only suggested at
Design Advisory Board. Intended to provide that street-end focal point, it intends to allow access
across a boundary line onto an adjoining property. Some assurance of acceptability is needed from
that abutting owner before circulation through that property is encouraged by design.
(Affirmative finding as conditioned)
(d) Protection of Important Cultural Resources:
Burlington’s architectural and cultural heritage shall be protected through sensitive and respectful
redevelopment, rehabilitation, and infill. Archeological sites likely to yield information important
to the city’s or the region’s pre-history or history shall be evaluated, documented, and avoided
whenever feasible. Where the proposed development involves sites listed or eligible for listing on a
state or national register of historic places, the applicant shall meet the applicable development
and design standards pursuant to Sec. 5.4.8(b).
Alterations to the former orphanage have been permitted under earlier review. The former
elementary school / priests’ quarters attached to the south of the orphanage has been incorporated
into this development, now as building “B”. Building G has been pulled to the southerly corner
providing greater space between the new construction and the former orphanage. Building F has
been modified from original plans at the request of the DAB to reduce the height along North
Avenue to three stories (articulated in brick) immediately adjacent to the orphanage to increase the
opportunity to view the historic orphanage earlier while traveling on North Avenue.
The newly created zoning district (NAC-CR) offers a range of setbacks from North Avenue from
20’ (minimum) to 30’ (maximum.) From scaled plans, Building G appears to be set back
approximately 17’ from the front property line. This does not meet the required setback. To better
afford view of the orphanage, the maximum setback is recommended.
The UVM Consulting Archaeology Program (CAP) conducted an extensive Phase I site
identification survey within previously determined sensitive portions of the development parcel.
No pre-contact era Native American archaeological sites were identified. Test pits confirm some
re-grading (suggested related to farming activities) and plow zone strata disturbance. The historic
period artifacts that were recovered reflected the mixed uses of the parcel over time, such as
children’s toys likely associated with the orphanage (jacks, marbles), and building materials from
structures no longer extant (bricks, cinders, mortar). That study recommended no further
archaeological analysis.
The Historic Preservation consultant’s report is dated June, 2016, and addresses only the addition
of buildings K and L. It does not incorporate the entire neighborhood buildout. Such analysis is
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needed and must be provided for review by the Development Review Board prior to construction
of anything beyond buildings K and L and their associated project phases.
(Affirmative finding as conditioned for building setback; No Finding Possible based on limited
assessment by preservation consultant)
(e) Supporting the Use of Renewable Energy Resources:
The project proposes limited solar installation; identified in images on Building I and H. No part of
the application will preclude the use of other renewable energy resources. (Affirmative
finding)

(f) Brownfield Sites:
The Vermont DEC website does not include these addresses. (Affirmative finding)
(g) Provide for nature's events:
Special attention shall be accorded to stormwater runoff so that neighboring properties and/or the
public stormwater drainage system are not adversely affected. All development and site
disturbance shall follow applicable city and state erosion and stormwater management guidelines
in accordance with the requirements of Art 5, Sec 5.5.3.
A fully developed Stormwater Management Plan has been prepared and included within the
application materials. The material has been forwarded for review to the Stormwater Engineering
program.
Design features which address the effects of rain, snow, and ice at building entrances, and to
provisions for snow and ice removal or storage from circulation areas shall also be incorporated.
Snow storage locations are provided on the same plan as “Bike Amenities” and “Commercial
Spaces”. The snow storage area between Building K and L is on the smoking patio; the applicant
must assure that the loss of that feature for snow storage will still meet the programmatic
requirements of Champlain Housing Trust. That location also presents the likelihood of heavy
snow melt to impact the abutting Redstone Cottage, which sits below grade.
Building features that address the effects of inclement weather and the adequacy of resident shelter
at entrances can be reviewed on a building-by-building nature. (Affirmative finding as
conditioned)
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(h) Building Location and Orientation:
The overall plan continues to be one of very large buildings encircled with new streets or parking
areas. The importance of building orientation toward the street (which will be eventually turned
over to the city) becomes essential in reinforcing the streetline. Building G has been relocated
south; fronting on both North Avenue and South Road; creating a distinct street anchor on both
South Road and the Avenue, replacing a void that had previously been proposed.
Buildings remain substantially set back from the public sidewalk and inner streets. Streets are
spatially designed by a wall of buildings that front the sidewalk in an ordered manner. The plan
leans toward the maximum front yard setback (0-20’ for inner streets, as prescribed by the
standards for the new zoning district). (Building P 15’ front yard setback; Building I 20’.)
Building Q appears detached from a new building R. Q is setback approximately 66’ from West
Road, in conflict with the required setbacks on interior streets. If substantially attached to Building
B, that concern it moot. R scales at 7’ setback. Arrangement that holds the street wall is essential
in strengthening the arrangement.
Setbacks from North Avenue are 20’ minimum, 30’ maximum. Plan L 001 and C2.3 suggest
Building G at the southeasterly edge does not meet the minimum setback from North Avenue of
20’. This will need confirmation or correction.
The proposed buildings on either side of the orphanage are in the neighborhood of 25’; Building K
south of South Road ranges from 20’-45’ as angled.
Front yard setbacks within the development may be between 0-20’, with structures setback a
minimum of 12’ from the curb on a public street. Although the streets have not yet been turned
over to the city, the arrangement is required be designed to meet that standard.
Side and rear yard setbacks only apply to the periphery of the district and not individual parcels.
Building N has been modified to pull a corner out of a required 20’ rear yard setback along the
westerly boundary of the district, although that new building footprint is different across revised
plans. (Identifiable on plan C2.0. Older plans do not show revision.) Required 15’ setbacks from
the residential zoning district to the south are required; revised plans now show a patio and
walkway from the parking lot across property lines. The patio may encroach up to 5’ from the
property line.
Parking has also been pulled out of the setback on the westerly boundary line. See T.J. Boyle plan
dated 1/2/2017.
Principal buildings shall have their main entrance facing and clearly identifiable from the public
street. The development of corner lots shall be subject to review by the city engineer regarding the
adequacy of sight distances along the approaches to the intersection. To the extent practicable,
development of corner lots in non-residential areas should try to place the building mass near the
intersection and parallel to the street to help anchor the corner and take advantage of the high
visibility location.
Revisions and relocation of Building G have in turn strengthened the corner and eliminated the
“void” in the streetscape. There remains the large gap between Building G and C populated largely
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by surface parking, directly fronting South Road. The illustrated lawn area in the Lincoln
Brownell illustrations ameliorates the breadth of pavement.
Analysis of building entrances is complex, given the number of buildings and their orientation
toward streets, sidewalks, parking areas, inner walkways, and recreation paths.
Building “C” has a principle (southerly) entrance fronting South Road. The concrete retaining
wall and the isolation of the entrance make this a particularly unfriendly portal. As a residential
entrance, greater emphasis toward creating an inviting entry should be exercised here (and with
other residential buildings). The Design Advisory Board has recommended that the visible amount
of the exposed concrete retaining wall be reduced with berming or landscaping. Plan L502 defines
increased landscaping and illustrates the inclusion of 2 park benches in this location.
The DAB also recommended that the screening illustrated at the commercial entry to Building C
be eliminated, as the entry should be warmer and welcoming.
Building “G” has easily identifiable entrances along North Avenue; one is labeled “Residential”
the other “Commercial” on elevations BG-2. The east elevation provides a partial canopy/porch
roof over window glazing, adjacent to the southerly entrance. The southeast corner has a
wraparound overhang inviting visitor entrance. Confirmation is needed that Building G meets the
required 20’minimum setback from the Avenue.
There is a clearly articulated entry portal between Buildings E and F. Building E along North
Road is primarily dedicated to vehicular entry/parking deck openings. Some correction has been
made to imagery where vehicular entry points had seemed unusually steep in grade.
Building F has an entry focus within the brick three story portion on North Avenue, under a porch
roof with heavy piers. Other entries are more difficult to identify as they are recessed within the
arcade area. There are a series of identifiable entrances along North Road, their location identified
by stairs of increasing height.
Building I has a vehicular entry portal on the north and pedestrian doors on the raised porch area.
Pedestrian entries exist on the west and south as well. Adjustments have been made to the
elevated entries over the sidewalk, making them more identifiable and accessible (via at grade or
stair access.) The west entry is more successful for identification under an abbreviated canopy and
welcome presentation to West Road. The gym/event space has no identified specific entrance; it is
assumed via the general West Road portal which leads also to the apartment building and garage.
The DAB recommended the main entrance to residential units on Building I facing west be made
more prominent; and the stairs at the northwest corner made less prominent. Those changes are
reflected in revised plans.
Building Q has now evolved into 2 connected buildings; Q and R. (Plans are inconsistent; some
show the buildings as connected; The TJ Boyle plan dated 1/2/2017 has them detached.) The
applicant has suggested that R is intended to be a 48 room boutique hotel. R has a visible
pedestrian entry on the east (fronting West Road), within a narrow 2 bay pavilion with recessed
porch entry, resembling a walk-up. Building Q has no easily identifiable entrance from West
Road, although a patio and covered porch is present. The plan relies on principal entry from the
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inner courtyard/parking drop-off. There needs to remain a strong visible entrance from West
Road.
If Building R and Building Q are not substantially connected, Q does not meet the required setback
from an interior road of 1-20’. The building is located approximately 66’ from West Road, in
conflict with setback standards.
Buildings O and P have a centrally identifiable pedestrian entrance (Plan OP-2 & OP-3), two wing
entrances and apparent first floor entries from West Road.
Building H has clearly identifiable entrances from raised stoops along West Road, and one along
South Road under an extended canopy.
The north elevation of Building M fronts South Road, which has several double entries. Building
N does not front any street, but has been described as connected to Building M. If not a detached
structure, entrance may be considered with its host, M.
Building K fronts North Avenue and South Road; entrances are visible under extended canopies
and highlighted by a change in building material. The applicant has assured the DAB that the
central, identified entry along the Avenue connects to a public entry space, not a meeting room.
Building L (L-2) has visible entries along South Road under a canopy; and on secondary east and
west elevations.
Opportunities to create terminus views have evolved through Design Review. The plan has lacked
an identified structural focus at the west end of North Road. The DAB pointed out that the exterior
stairs had become the terminus, and recommended they be treated in the same manner as the rest
of Building Q. A condition of their approval was to use similar design and materials as the host
building.
The north end of West Road now articulates an entrance to the abutting lot (Lakeview Cemetery).
Access to that separate parcel will require agreement between City representatives and the Parks
and Recreation Department, which is responsible for the grounds. A plan that encourages access
and circulation across boundary lines to another parcel will require agreement from that property
owner.
The DAB previously acknowledged revisions that created a positive viewscape at the south end of
West Road.
The garage entrances and service access on North Road have been set back from the principal
structure, becoming secondary and subordinate in scale and design. See Plan I-3 and EF-3.
(Affirmative finding as conditionedAdverse finding for setbacks if Building Q is detached from
R; No finding possible for cemetery access plan)
(i)
Vehicular Access:
Curb cuts shall be arranged and limited in number to reduce congestion and improve traffic
safety. A secondary access point from side roads is encouraged where possible to improve traffic
flow and safety along major streets. The width and radius of curb cuts should be kept to the
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minimum width necessary, and sight triangles and sufficient turnarounds for vehicles shall be
provided to reduce the potential for accidents at point of egress.
The number of curb cuts has been diminished along interior roads, although entrances to parking
lots punctuate South Road. West and North Road have minimized curb cuts dramatically from
earlier plans. The width of these openings will need to meet the approval of the city engineer as
these streets are expected to be adopted as public thoroughfares.
Driveways that have a slope of 5% or greater (towards the right of way) shall be made of a solid
surface including conventional pavement, pavers or pervious pavement.
Pavement is proposed for vehicular circulation areas. Modeling images of the driveway access at
Building E were markedly steep. The applicant shall confirm or correct the accuracy of that
image.
DPW typically expects continuous sidewalks at vehicular entrances. The applicant shall consult
with the Traffic Engineering staff to assure the plan meets their criteria, as the dedication of streets
and street adoption by the city is anticipated.
Driveways for commercial properties may require a traffic study to identify the impacts of the
movement of traffic to and from the property, and design for safe access. Access for service and
loading areas should be located behind buildings or otherwise screened from streets or public
ways with landscaping or other barriers. Whether commercial or residential shared driveways are
encouraged where possible and appropriate.
A traffic study has been submitted to DPW; its effectiveness and acceptability to be determined by
their transportation engineers.
The service/loading access is from North Road, between buildings E and I. The garage openings
now have doors screening the large openings from the public street.
(Affirmative finding as conditioned)
(j) Pedestrian Access:
Pedestrians shall be provided one or more direct and unobstructed paths between a public
sidewalk and the primary building entrance. Well defined pedestrian routes shall be provided
through parking areas to primary building access points and be designed to provide a physical
separation between vehicles and pedestrians in a manner that minimizes conflicts and improves
safety. Where sidewalks and driveways meet, the sidewalk shall be clearly marked by differentiated
ground materials and/or pavement markings.
Sidewalks line each street, connecting to walkways to each building. The network continues on
the interior of the site, with connected access between buildings, parking areas, and green spaces.
Sidewalks line parking areas as well, providing a separation between vehicles and pedestrians. See
previous note about continuous sidewalks at vehicular entries. (Affirmative finding as
conditioned)
(k) Accessibility for the Handicapped:
Special attention shall be given to the location and integration of accessible routes, parking
spaces, and ramps for the disabled. Special attention shall also be given to identifying accessible
access points between buildings and parking areas, public streets and sidewalks. The federal
Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) shall be used as a guide in
determining the adequacy of the proposed development in addressing the needs of the disabled.
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From pre-development meetings to the present, the applicant has remained committed to providing
an all-accessible community. Buildings have been projected to be served by (sometimes multiple)
elevators; grades are intended to meet accessibility requirements, and h/c parking spaces are
illustrated on plans. Full compliance with ADA requirements will be under the jurisdiction of the
building inspector.
Some of the handicapped parking spaces identified on surface lots (L503) do not include a loading
area but are adjacent to walkways. Conformance with standards for ADAAG parking/loading will
be confirmed and implemented by the building inspector. (Affirmative finding as conditioned)
(l) Parking and Circulation:
To the extent possible, parking should be placed at the side or rear of the lot and screened from
view from surrounding properties and adjacent public rights of ways. Any off-street parking
occupying street level frontage in a Downtown Mixed Use District shall be setback from the edge
of the front property line in order to provide space for active pedestrian-oriented uses. Where
street-level parking is provided within an existing structure, the cars shall be screened from the
sidewalk and the area shall be activated with landscaping, public art, or other design amenities.
Parking areas of more than 20 spaces should be broken into smaller areas separated by
landscaping.
South Road continues to have great visibility of pavement and parking. Generally, parking areas
are located interior to the site and between buildings, less visible from streets. The parking areas
east of Building C and on D are greater than 20 spaces (which require breaking into smaller areas
with landscaping), although protection of the viewshed to the west is a goal of the plan and multilevel parking precludes the planting of trees. Landscaping plans confirm the intent to plant around
the lot as feasible. (See Plans L-501 and 502.)
Attempts to link adjacent parking lots or provide shared parking areas which can serve
neighboring properties simultaneously shall be strongly encouraged.
Access to parking and lots is shared across the plan. Ordinance amendment ZA17-01 will
facilitate parking across parcel boundaries within the same zoning district.
Parking shall be laid out to provide ease in maneuvering of vehicles and so that vehicles do not
have to back out onto city streets. Dimensions of spaces shall at a minimum meet the requirements
as provided in Article 8. The perimeter of all parking areas shall be designed with anchored curb
stops, landscaping, or other such physical barriers to prevent vehicles from encroaching into
adjacent green spaces.
Parking spaces in Building D are 20’ x 9’, as are parking spaces east of Building H and east and
west of Building L. Parking dimensions are not expressly given, meet the requirements of Table
8.1.11-1 as scaled on the project plans. If applicable, the applicant should identify any areas where
leniency in parking standards is requested. Backup space is deficient in many of the parking
garage plans.
Surface parking and maneuvering areas should be shaded in an effort to reduce their effect on the
local microclimate, air quality, and stormwater runoff with an objective of shading at least 30% of
the parking lot. Shading should be distributed throughout the parking area to the greatest extent
practical, including within the interior depending on the configuration. New or substantially
improved parking areas with 15 or more parking spaces shall include a minimum of 1 shade tree
per 5 parking spaces with a minimum caliper size of 2.5”-3” at planting. Up to a 30% waiver of
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the tree planting requirement may be granted by the development review board if it is found that
the standard requirement would prove impractical given physical site constraints and required
compliance with minimum parking requirements. All new shade trees shall be: of a species
appropriate for such planting environments, expected to provide a mature canopy of no less than
25-feet in diameter, and selected from an approved list maintained by the city arborist. Existing
trees retained within 25-feet of the perimeter of the parking area (including public street trees),
and with a minimum caliper size greater than 3-inches, may be counted towards the new tree
planting requirement.
The requirement for 1 shade tree for every 5 parking spaces is met across the development. The
parking lot west of P has 18 spaces, requiring 4 new trees (L505.) Revised plans depict an
additional 2 trees and provide shading for 31.9% of this parking area.
The submission materials include a shading calculation (L-EX1) which now provides a shading
calculation on a parking lot by parking lot analysis. The most challenging is “D”, which is a multi
story parking facility. Revised plans depict shade trees within the parking deck planter. This
effort will generate tree shading in an area wherein none was previously thought possible. When
calculating the entire parking deck that is shaded by the northerly section of Building C and these
new shade trees, the total parking lot shading is greater than the 30% prescriptive standard. The
standard specifically states: Surface parking and maneuvering areas should be shaded in an effort
to reduce their effect on the local microclimate, air quality, and stormwater runoff with an
objective of shading at least 30% of the parking lot. With this consideration, and anticipating
some natural shading from adjacent buildings the required objective will be met.
All parking areas shall provide a physical separation between moving and parked vehicles and
pedestrians in a manner that minimizes conflicts and gives pedestrians a safe and unobstructed
route to building entrance(s) or a public sidewalk.
See Section 6.2.2. (j), above.
Where bicycle parking is provided, access shall be provided along vehicular driveways or
separate paths, with clearly marked signs indicating the location of parking areas. Where bicycle
parking is located proximate to a building entrance, all shared walkways shall be of sufficient
width to separate bicycles and pedestrians, and be clearly marked to avoid conflicts. All bicycle
parking areas shall link directly to a pedestrian route to a building entrance. All bicycle parking
shall be in conformance with applicable design & construction details as provided by the dept. of
public works.
Bicycle parking is a strong feature of this application. Reference is made to all Hardscape plans
(L201-206) for specific locations and L605 for bike racks specs. The applicant must demonstrate
by calculation compliance with Table 8.2.5-1 for each building. All bicycle parking shall meet the
requirements and guidance of Section 8.2.7. Location and Design Standards.
(Affirmative finding as conditioned for backup space in parking garages. See Article 8.)
(m) Landscaping and Fences:
A fully articulated landscaping plan has been submitted. See plans LL501-508 for planting
schedule, and associated plans for hardscape, play equipment, street furniture and site amenities.
The city arborist has confirmed a meeting date with the applicant team to select species and caliper
of street trees. (Affirmative finding as conditioned)
(n)

Public Plazas and Open Space:
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Where public open space is provided as an amenity to the site plan, it should be sited on the parcel
to maximize solar exposure, with landscaping and hardscape (including fountains, sitting walls,
public art, and street furniture) to encourage its use by the public in all seasons. Public plazas
should be visually and physically accessible from public rights-of-ways and building entrances
where appropriate and shall be designed to maximize accessibility for all individuals, including
the disabled and encourage social interaction.
A plaza type area has been more finely defined between Buildings K and L, intended for use by
Cathedral Square and Champlain Housing Trust residents. Planters, seating, garden areas and a
play area are illustrated; all welcome amenities for resident use and enjoyment.
A large uninterrupted viewscape to the west is provided behind the former orphanage. Accessible
at differing levels as the grade falls to the west, several public gathering or green areas are
included. Plans include a swimming pool, bath house facilities, public gardens, an orchard, and
pathways between Liberty House (the orphanage) and the bike path.
Public space should be coordinated with the surrounding buildings without compromising safety
and visibility. Public spaces should be surrounded by active uses that generate pedestrian traffic,
and connect the space to major activity centers, streets, or corridors.
Public spaces are directly linked via the sidewalk network to other areas within the site and
beyond. Appropriate lighting will assure safe circulation throughout and between buildings.
Commercial uses are broadly scattered, providing a mix that will promise active uses generating
pedestrian traffic.
New structures and additions to existing structures shall be shaped to reduce shadows on public
plazas and other publicly accessible spaces. In determining the impact of shadows, the following
factors shall be taken into account: the mass of area shaded, the duration of shading, and the
importance of sunlight to the utility of the type of open space being shadowed. Proposed
development shall be considered for solar impact based the sun angle during the Vernal and
Autumnal equinox.
Although the development is the creation of an entire new neighborhood, a shading study will be
valuable to the DRB to understand impacts of large buildings across the project area. The shading
plan submitted is relative to a calculation of shading provided to meet requirements for parking lot
shading. An overall study of site shading (Vernal and Autumnal equinox) is recommended. It is
anticipated that the distances between buildings will preclude significant shading impact on
adjacent structures. (Affirmative finding)
(o) Outdoor Lighting:
Where exterior lighting is proposed the applicant shall meet the lighting performance standards as
per Sec 5.5.2.
A lighting plan, with fixtures, illumination levels and a photometric has been submitted. In
general, street lighting (which is typically not reviewed by this office, however the project will be
“private” until the streets are accepted by the city) is a hybrid of what has been installed at
Waterfront North. BED engineers have indicated that districts need to be adopted for decorative
fixtures (as are proposed here) before they will agree to adopt the streets and lights. That
designation has not as yet occurred.
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Streetlight poles are proposed to be 28.5’ mounting height’ (they are 30’ on the waterfront); poles
and fixtures will be black rather than Burlington’s preferred grey. Parking lot poles are proposed to
be 20’, and “pedestrian lights” at 12.5 mounting height. See details, L-607.
Lighting itself is LED. Assurance has been provided that BED will have the capability to repair
and replace these fixtures within the right-of-way when and if they are damaged. As LED, they
are anticipated to have a life expectancy of 20 years. If they fail (or are knocked over), BED
officials say they will be replaced with grey as that is the city standard.
Lighting levels will be driven by street classification (collector roads versus residential roads.)
That discussion must find an agreement with the public utility prior to DRB approval.
The photometric shows some ‘hot spots” in illumination. Areas under building canopies tend to be
a little higher, but footcandle measurement up to 5 is acceptable at a building entrance. If not an
entrance, light levels should diminish in those areas. Walkways have a specific maximum
illumination of 2 fc. Average illumination on walkways must not exceed 0.5 footcandles. Many of
the sidewalk readings exceed .5, so an average reading is essential to assurance compliance.
A few patio areas have had elevated lighting on earlier plan; the one west of Building A is now
compliant, but one south of Building F no longer includes footcandle measurement. A patio south
of E has readings > 2fc; this is acceptable only if this is at a building entrance. See Plan L401.
A walkway west of Building L has light readings >2 fc; a fixture must be modified.
The walkway east of Building C has several light readings > 2 fc as does the west walkway behind
Building K. The area between buildings M and N have higher light levels as well. Per the
ordinance, walkways shall not exceed 2 fc; parking lots 4 fc, and building entrances 5 fc.
Photometrics do not include average illumination levels (other than for the intended roadway), or
min/max uniformity ratios, which are required by Section 5.5.2. Reference to Plan L600 for further
information is misdirected, as that provides information on pavers. Staff may exercise the option
for secondary review by a lighting consultant to assure overall conformance. (Affirmative
finding as conditioned)
(p) Integrate infrastructure into the design:
Exterior storage areas, machinery and equipment installations, service and loading areas, utility
meters and structures, mailboxes, and similar accessory structures shall utilize setbacks, plantings,
enclosures and other mitigation or screening methods to minimize their auditory and visual impact
on the public street and neighboring properties to the extent practicable.
Utility and service enclosures and screening shall be coordinated with the design of the principal
building, and should be grouped in a service court away from public view. On-site utilities shall be
place underground whenever practicable. Trash and recycling bins and dumpsters shall be
located, within preferably, or behind buildings, enclosed on all four (4) sides to prevent blowing
trash, and screened from public view.
Any development involving the installation of machinery or equipment which emits heat, vapor,
fumes, vibration, or noise shall minimize, insofar as practicable, any adverse impact on
neighboring properties and the environment pursuant to the requirements of Article 5, Part 4
Performance Standards.
It is challenging to find appropriate locations for service areas, dumpsters, recycling and similar
facilities within a project area that has so many public and visible frontages. Collective trash and
recycling areas for connected buildings are recommended for efficiency and to minimize visibility.
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A trash access is identified for building K (Plan AO-0.0) A trash enclosure for Building M was
recommended for revision by the DAB to become less prominent with a change in color or
materials. Revised plans M3 reflect those suggested changes.
Transformers are recommended to be buried.
The North Road loading area has been somewhat diminished with suggested internalization of
activities. Service loading bays are now illustrated with doors.
Mailbox locations will need to be identified for each building. Any HVAC or external machinery
must be identified on site plans and/or elevations as appropriate. If roof mounted, roof plans will
be required with an assessment of total area utilized to assure compliance with height limitations.
The DAB recommended that no rooftop equipment be installed on the gymnasium building “I”,
rear, due to its visibility from many of the structures. (Affirmative finding as conditioned)
Part 3: Architectural Design Standards
Sec. 6.3.2 Review Standards
(a) Relate development to its environment:
1.
Massing, Height and Scale:
This is a neighborhood without an easy comparison. From revised summary, there are seven fivestory buildings (including the orphanage, and the new Building R), 7 four-story, 2 three story, a
three story parking garage, and two one story/ ground level structures for a fitness center and
greenhouse. Rather than a typical neighborhood that may have evolved over a period of time, this
proposal will create an entire new one out of whole cloth. There is no analogous prototype, short
of college dormitories or congregated mill buildings. The structures themselves are all large scale;
most with flat roofs. The size of the orphanage, itself one of the largest buildings in Burlington,
will be insignificant among this collection of sizable buildings. This is a newly created
neighborhood based on a building model of supersized structures; which in itself invents its own
context.
Common design elements include breaking up building mass by color block and window
arrangement; top floors are on occasion “pedestaled” and set back from the lower block. Some
buildings enjoy balconies or galeries, particularly those facing the west. There is homogeneity in
the treatment of building mass by articulation, despite the rearrangement of windows and
manipulation of building plane. This is not a typical neighborhood that conveys evolutionary
development over an extended period of time; it is a new model composed entirely of large
buildings based on the context of the existing orphanage. In that manner, the milieu is that of large
scale. (Affirmative finding)
2.
Roofs and Rooflines.
Building I, the pavilion tops and the south portion of H have pitched roofs. All others are flat.
A few roofs appear to be parapetted, but there is rarely any rooftop elaboration or detailing, further
emphasizing the cubist vocabulary (Building F, B, G.) Building M has the suggestion of a
corbelled cornice which artfully softens the building’s upper edge. Building H has a sawtooth
reference in the jagged rooftop pavilions, but abruptly transitions to flat roofs at the south end.
Porch roofs are typically flat projections with hefty piers.
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The orphanage building retains its gabled roof, although now oversheathed in copper. Within the
context of the neighborhood there is consistency. (Affirmative finding)
3.
Building Openings
Openings vary by building, elevation, frontage to a public way or by topography. Overall,
buildings have similar treatments of organizing windows in columns or reflective of floor plate.
Rhythms are established within wall plane; the geometries of the building mass are echoed in the
manipulation of window shapes and sizes. Greater complexity is evident in the buildings fronting
the lake (M, N. O, P and Q.) At the DAB’s urging (in part because of visibility from the Avenue),
more detail and articulation has been afforded buildings K and L. See plans K3 and revised
drawings for Building L (L2, L2-1.)
Some window arrangements appear to be without schedule (like south elevation or green pavilions
of L); other times a pattern emerges bringing familiarity to the overall design. See building M. As
the window refrain is repeated across the façade and around the corner, a rhythmic pattern
emerges. Other times the buildings themselves change so dramatically within their own footprint
that irregularity emerges, which may be an intentional design distinction between building
components. See building H, as it presents on South Road.
The Design Advisory Board recommended that there be no screening at the commercial corner of
Building C. (See CD-2 and CD -3, view from southwest.) Similarly, they advised that the
commercial space at Building H be improved with more glazing, which would make the space
prominent and welcoming. Those revisions are evident on plan H-3. (Affirmative finding)
(b)
Protection of Important Architectural Resources:
Burlington’s architectural and cultural heritage shall be protected through sensitive and respectful
redevelopment, rehabilitation, and infill. Where the proposed development involves buildings
listed or eligible for listing on a state or national register of historic places, the applicant shall
meet the applicable development and design standards pursuant to Sec. 5.4.8. The introduction of
new buildings to a historic district listed on a state or national register of historic places shall
make every effort to be compatible with nearby historic buildings.
Building G has been distanced from Building B and the former orphanage (A). Pulling that
building to the south has created greater visibility of the historic structure when traveling along
North Avenue.
Overall, the scale of proposed buildings and their collection reduces the stateliness of the iconic
orphanage, which loses its spatial context and becomes less grand among the assemblage.
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Similarly, the large buildings placed close to North Avenue minimize the view of both the
orphanage and the former home of Dr. Waldo
Upton / Lakeview Sanitarium / John Bosco
school, at 311 North Avenue just south of the
development area which is also listed on the
Vermont State Register of Historic Resources.
That building is of a substantially smaller scale
than the abutting development. Efforts to
transition from the 4 story building K to this
more modest structure have been suggested by
the DAB to help ease the difference. Revised
plans illustrate a line of mature plantings
between parcels.
The submitted consultant’s report considers the construction of only Buildings K and L. From that
document:
These will be prominent buildings at a new corner location set between two distinctive masonry
buildings. The site plan, landscaping and design elements all help tie the new buildings to the
historic streetscape. The buildings will stand very close to the historic Redstone Cottage but
effort will be made to visually tie the cottage into the overall design plan so that it becomes a
focal point that contributes to the appreciation of its historic character and architectural
elements.
It is not defined what design elements visually tie the cottage into the overall design plan. But the
report finds the potential for no adverse effect when conditioned. Staff recommends aAs noted
previously, a revised consultant’s report that considers the impact of the entire build-out is needed.
(No finding possibleAffirmative finding as conditioned)

(c) Protection of Important Public Views:
See Section 6.2.2. (c).
(d) Provide an active and inviting street edge:
As noted in Section 6.2.2, there remains a void in the streetscape (South Road, behind Building G),
elongated buildings that can strain comfortable pedestrian distances (Buildings F, E, I and G, B,
A), and an abundance of visible surface parking that collectively diminish the comfort and
attractiveness of the development. Building facades demonstrate variation by building materials,
window openings and plane changes. The 340’ continuous building wall of Buildings E and F is
broken by plane and material changes, the interruption of exterior staircases and building entries.
The Design Advisory Board has recommended that the main residential entrance to Building I
(facing west) shall be made more prominent. Stairs at the northwest corner should be made less
prominent. Plan I-2 reflects those recommendations.
Building design with two, three or four story block finishes over a five story building front are a
strategy to differentiate blocks and to create human scale surroundings. Roof overhangs,
identifiable and inviting building portals and colonnaded entrance porches help in that manner
along ground levels. The newly designed public area between buildings K and L have humanized
and warmed that area for collective use. (Affirmative finding)
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(e) Quality of materials:
All development shall maximize the use of highly durable building materials that extend the life
cycle of the building, and reduce maintenance, waste, and environmental impacts. Such materials
are particularly important in certain highly trafficked locations such as along major streets,
sidewalks, loading areas, and driveways. Efforts to incorporate the use of recycled content
materials and building materials and products that are extracted and/or manufactured within the
region are highly encouraged.
Owners of historic structures are encouraged to consult with an architectural historian in order to
determine the most appropriate repair, restoration or replacement of historic building materials as
outlined by the requirements of Art 5, Sec. 5.4.8.
The permit set includes identified sheathing and roofing materials for each building. In general,
exterior sheathing draws from a palette of fiber cement panel or lap siding, corrugated metal, board
and batten and wood siding. Walls are concrete, brick, stone veneer or gabion. Roofs are typically
metal. Trim is composite or aluminum; windows fiberglass or storefront framing. The ribbon-style
screening along first floors has not been identified. With that exception, all are considered of
reasonable durability. It is not believed that any are extracted or manufactured locally. The
screening material at some building openings has not been defined and needs to be.
(Affirmative finding as conditioned)
(f) Reduce energy utilization:
All new structures must meet the Guidelines for Energy Efficient Construction pursuant to the
requirements of Article VI. Energy Conservation, Section 8 of the City of Burlington Code of
Ordinances. (Affirmative finding as conditioned)
(g) Make advertising features complementary to the site:
No advertising features are included within this review. A sign plan for informational, traffic and
directional purposes is included, and is subject to DPW review and approval as appropriate within
anticipated public rights-of-way.
Any commercial or advertising signage will require separate permitting. (Affirmative finding as
conditioned)
(h) Integrate infrastructure into the building design:
See Section 6.2.2 (p) above.
(i) Make spaces secure and safe:
All appropriate means of ingress and egress, and code requirements for building and life safety as
defined by the building inspector and fire marshal must be observed.
Building entrances must be visible and adequately lit. Intercom systems for multi-family housing
is recommended to maximize personal safety. (Affirmative finding as conditioned)
Article 8: Parking
Sec. 8.1.8, Minimum Off-Street Parking Requirements
The proposed development is located in the Shared Use Parking District. Within this district, the
following minimum parking standards apply:
 Multi-family attached dwellings – 1 space per unit
 Commercial bakery – 2.5 spaces per 1,000 sf
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Restaurant – 3 spaces per 1,000 sf
General office – 2 spaces per 1,000 sf
College (post-secondary school) – 2 spaces per 1,000 sf
General retail (small < 4,000 sf) – 2 spaces per 1,000 sf
Large daycare - 1 space per every 2 employees + 1 per every 5 children
Hotel – 0.75 space per room

Proposed parking is adequate; a minimum of 881 parking spaces is required. A total of 1,093 offstreet parking spaces is proposed (888 garage + 205 surface parking spaces). The proposed
parking exceeds the minimum requirements for the 735 residential units (735 spaces) and nonresidential uses:









Multi-family attached dwellings – 735 provided (735 required)
Commercial bakery is 600 sf – 2 spaces provided (1.5 required)
Restaurant is 2,050 sf – 6 spaces provided (6.15 required)
General office is 23,264 sf – 69 provided (46.5 required)
College (post-secondary school) – 50 provided (33.1 required)
General retail (small < 4,000 sf units) – 5 provided (5.35 required)
Large daycare – 16 provided (22 required )
Hotel – 32 provided (31.5 required)

The revised parking table notes generally how all of the parking is allotted to the mix of buildings
and uses onsite. The large daycare use needs to be allotted an additional 6 parking spaces in order
to meet its minimum requirement. (Affirmative finding as conditioned)
Sec. 8.1.9, Maximum Parking Spaces
This section limits surface parking to 125% of the Neighborhood Parking District minimum
parking requirement. Under the residential parking requirements alone (2 spaces per dwelling =
1,470 X 125% = 1,838 spaces), the proposed 1,093 parking spaces proposed comply with this
limitation. Of the 1,093 off street parking spaces, 205 are within surface parking lots.
(Affirmative finding)
Sec. 8.1.10, Off-Street Loading Requirements
While the project plans depict some service areas, such as that at between Building I and Building
E, no loading areas are expressly noted for the commercial spaces. Per this criterion, loading
areas for all of the commercial uses are needed. The project plans must specifically note as
muchThe applicants testified that loading areas will be provided for the commercial spaces, likely
by setting aside some parking spaces nearby. A revised project plan that clearly depicts loading
areas is needed. (No finding yet possibleAffirmative finding as conditioned)
Sec. 8.1.11, Parking Dimensional Requirements
Parking spaces depicted in the project plans, both within garages and in surface parking lots,
comply with the dimensional standards of Table 8.1.11-1, Minimum Parking Dimensions. In
parking lots that contain 90-degree spaces on both sides, back-up length is frequently only 18.’ The
standard is 24.’ There is precedent, particularly within garages, for back-up length of only 20’;
however, 18’ is even less. Back-up length must be lengthened to 20’ to 24.’ (Affirmative finding
as conditioned)
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Sec. 8.1.12, Limitations, Location, Use of Facilities
(a) Offsite parking facilities
(Not applicable)
(b) Downtown street level setback
(Not applicable)
(c) Front yard parking restricted
(Not applicable)
(d) Shared parking in the Neighborhood Parking Districts
(Not applicable)
(e) Single story structures in Shared Use Districts
(Not applicable)
(f) Joint use of facilities
There is nothing in the application expressly stating that parking facilities will be shared
among the various uses. Given the layout of the site and variety of uses, it seems that
shared use is likely, albeit not required. (Affirmative finding)
(g) Availability of facilities
Nothing in the application indicates that the proposed parking will be used for the storage
or display of vehicles or materials by offsite users. Parking will be for residents,
customers, employees, students, and visitors only. (Affirmative finding)
(h) Compact car parking
There is no indication of “compact” parking spaces within the development. Spot
measurements of surface and garage parking spaces yielded acceptable dimensions for
standard parking spaces (9’ X 20’). (Affirmative finding)
Sec. 8.1.13, Parking for Disabled Persons
The site plans depict a number of handicap parking spaces in close proximity to pathways and
building entries. ADA compliance is administered via the city’s building permit process.
(Affirmative finding)
Sec. 8.1.14, Stacked and Tandem Parking Restrictions
(Not applicable)
Sec. 8.1.15, Waivers from Parking Requirements / Parking Management Plans
(Not applicable)
Sec. 8.2.5, Bicycle Parking Requirements
As with vehicular parking, bicycle parking requirements are tied to use and, in some cases, the size
thereof. A total of 898 bike parking spaces are proposed (594 indoor/covered & 304 outdoor/rack
spaces). The applicants’ bike parking table shows building, use, requirements (long and short
term), and total spaces provided. A total of 92 long term bike parking spaces is required. A total
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of 45 short term bike parking spaces is required. As proposed, 594 long term and 304 short term
bike parking spaces will be provided. Long term spaces will be enclosed within the buildings
onsite. Short term spaces will be provided at racks throughout the development. (Affirmative
finding)
Article 9: Inclusionary and Replacement Housing
Sec. 9.1.5, Applicability
As the proposed development includes more than 5 new dwelling units, it is subject to the
inclusionary housing provisions of Article 9. Per Table 9.1.8-1, Inclusionary Zoning Percentages,
25% of the total unit count must be inclusionary (25% of 735 is 184 dwelling units) in the NACCR zone. In partnership with local housing nonprofit organizations, all of the inclusionary housing
units are incorporated into this development proposal and will be provided onsite.
The applicants’ initial inclusionary housing proposal amounteds to 166 inclusionary housing units.
It wais 25% of 665 housing units (735 total – 70 senior housing units). The application citeds the
exemption under Sec. 9.1.6 (c). This exemption; however, is not available to projects in the NACCR or NMU zones. The 166 proposed inclusionary units are only 22.6% of 735. The inclusionary
housing requirement for this project is 25% of the 735 total, inclusive of the senior housing. The
applicants have been made aware of this shortcoming and will make adjustmentshave since
testified that the inclusionary numbers will be revised to include 25% of the 735 unit total.
Additional inclusionary units will be added to Building H in order to comply. Written approval of
the inclusionary units by the manager of the city’s Housing Trust Fund is required
The applicants have submitted a letter in response to DRB concerns about the location and
perceived separation of the proposed inclusionary housing units. The letter asserts that the location
is the best in the entire site and will enable early construction, immediate access to adjacent park
lands, and connection to the rest of the development and its associated amenities. (No finding yet
possibleAffirmative finding as conditioned)
Sec. 9.1.12, Additional Density and Other Development Allowances
Provision of the required inclusionary housing affords the development an additional 0.5 FAR and
10’ building height (set back 10’ from the street façade). Additional lot coverage of up to 72% is
also enabled. In this case, no additional FAR is sought. Lot coverage of 64% is sought and is
compliant with this section. Similarly, two of the buildings (C and I) exceed the 65’ standard
height limit and reach 70’ and 73,’ respectively. These two heights are below the 75’ maximum
afforded by this section. In both cases, upper stories are set back. Compliance with the 25%
inclusionary requirement as noted above is, of course, required. (Affirmative finding)
Sec. 9.1.17, Review of Proposal for Phasing
See Sec. 3.5.6 (c) 2.
Article 10: Subdivision
Subdivision of the properties is under separate application (17-0267SD). Preliminary plat approval
was granted October 19, 2016. Final plat application has not yet been filed. The proposed lot and
street layout is contingent on the would-be subdivision. At the very latest, final plat approval must
be sought and granted prior to commencement of construction. (Affirmative finding as
conditioned)
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Article 11: Planned Unit Development
The NAC-CR zoning district essentially functions as a PUD zone. Dimensional requirements are
handled across the entire zone, rather than on a lot-by-lot basis. Therefore, pursuit of PUD
approval is not required for this project. In instances where multiple lot, tracts, or parcels of land
are to be developed as a single entity, PUD approval may be sought. Such is the case with this
application.
Sec. 11.1.6, Approval Requirements
(a) The minimum project size requirements of Sec. 11.1.3 shall be met
There is no minimum lot size for PUD in the NAC-CR zone. (Not applicable)
(b) The minimum setbacks required for the district have been met at the periphery of the project
Peripheral setbacks have largely been met. A small portion of Building G needs to be pulled out of
the North Avenue front yard setback. (Affirmative finding as conditioned)
(c) The project shall be subject to design review and site plan review of Article 3, Part 4
See Articles 3 and 6 above.
(d) The project shall meet the requirements of Article 10 for subdivision review where applicable
See Article 10 above.
(e) Density, frontage, and lot coverage requirements of the underlying zoning district have been
met as calculated across the entire project
See Article 4 above.
(f) All other requirements of the underlying zoning district have been met as calculated across the
entire project
Compliance with this criterion is addressed article-by-article in the findings above.
(g) Open space or common land shall be assured and maintained in accordance with the
conditions as prescribed by the DRB
Within the development, there are a number of green space areas and other recreational amenities
accessible to residents. Presumably, some sort of HOA The applicants’ represented that an
association will be formed and will be charged with maintenance of these green spaces and
recreational amenities. Written details are needed.; however, no details are included in the
application. Perhaps more significantly, 12 acres of the original ~33 acres of former Burlington
College lands have been sold to the city for open space preservation. Management of those lands
will be handled by the city’s Parks & Recreation Department. (No finding possibleAffirmative
finding as conditioned)
(h) The development plan shall specify reasonable periods within which development of each
phase of the planned unit development may be started and shall be completed. Deviation from the
required amount of usable open space per dwelling unit may be allowed provided such deviation
shall be provided for in other sections of the planned unit development.
See Sec. 3.5.6 (a) 11.
(i) The intent as defined in Sec. 11.1.1 is met in a way not detrimental to the city’s interests
Sec. 11.1.1, Intent
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(a) Promote the most appropriate use of land through flexibility of design and development
of land;
This proposal includes a variety of uses, amenities, and new public infrastructure that is
based on the public outreach process centered development and conservation of the
original ~33 acre property. The PUD process enables plasticity in design to create
something other than a traditional residential subdivision with detached dwelling units
on individual lots. Peripheral setbacks and project-wide lot coverage calculations
enable significant flexibility within the project. (Affirmative finding)
(b) Facilitate the adequate and economical provision of streets and utilities;
Multiple residences and businesses will be served by shared streets and utilities within
the development. (Affirmative finding)
(c) Preserve the natural and scenic qualities of open space;
The most significant open space of the original acreage is the 12-acres of conservation
land recently sold to the city. Much of this land remains wooded and preserves views
to and from the lake. Within the development, a large center green space will also
afford easy access to open space and outdoor activities. (Affirmative finding)
(d) Provide for a variety of housing types;
All of the housing will be in the form of multi-family attached units. Within that
format, a variety of bedroom counts and price points (including inclusionary, “work
force,” and market rate units) are included. There is also a mix of owner-occupied and
rental units. Senior housing units will also be provided. (Affirmative finding)
(e) Provide a method of development for existing parcels which because of physical,
topographical, or geological conditions could not otherwise be developed; and,
The subject property does not need to be developed as a PUD; however, it may be. The
scale, intensity, and type of development proposed is most appropriately reviewed as a
collective PUD. (Affirmative finding)
(f) Achieve a high level of design qualities and amenities.
With revisions as recommended by the Design Advisory Board, the project will comply
with this criterion. (Affirmative finding as conditioned)
(j) The proposed development shall be consistent with the Municipal Development Plan
See Sec. 3.5.6 (b) 10.
(k) Any proposed accessory uses and facilities shall meet the requirements of Sec. 11.1.6 below.
Not applicable to the development as proposed.
II. Conditions of Approval
1. Prior to release of the zoning permit, revised project plans addressing the following
recommendations of the Design Advisory Board shall be submitted, subject to staff review
and approval:
a. Any ground-mounted or roof-mounted mechanical equipment shall be screened from
view from the public way;
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b. The handicapped accessible path leading to the waterfront bike path shall be
constructed earlier than phase 10;
c. At Building C, the visible amount of retaining wall along the south side of the
building shall be decreased through the use of earth berming and/or landscaping;
d. At Building C, the screening detail that is utilized at parking structures shall not be
also utilized at commercial spaces;
e. At Building H, the entrance to the commercial space at the southwest corner of the
building shall be made more prominent and welcoming by the addition of more
glazing;
f. At building I, the main residential entrance facing west shall be made more
prominent, and the exterior stair at the northwest corner of the building that leads to
a secondary entrance shall be made less prominent;
g. At building I, no rooftop mechanical equipment shall be located on the roof of the
gymnasium due to the visibility of this roof from neighboring buildings
h. At building M, the trash enclosure at the southeast corner of the building shall be
made less dominant, such as by changing the material or color; and,
i. At building Q, the stair tower at the northwest corner of the building shall be treated
with similar cladding and screening materials as the main building, to improve the
terminus view from North Road.
2. Prior to release of the zoning permit, final approval of the post-construction stormwater
management system and the erosion prevention and sediment control plan by the city’s
stormwater program staff is required.
3. Prior to release of the zoning permit, revised plans or related documentation addressing
the following shall be submitted, subject to staff review and approval.
a. Updated lot coverage within the ~15 acre development site;
b. Compliant front yard setbacks along North Avenue;
c. Definition of the as-yet undefined “focal element” on Plan L204;
d. Definition of the cemetery access plan and the written acceptance by the Department
of Parks & Recreation;
e. Confirmation of driveway access grading into Building E;
f. Continuous concrete sidewalks across all driveways;
g. Compliant parking space and circulation aisle dimensions for all parking areas
(surface and structured);
h. Final selection of street trees with the written approval of the City Arborist;
i. Revised outdoor lighting plan compliant with Sec. 5.5.2 and IESNA standards, as
applicable. Confirmation of compliance by an independent lighting consultant at the
cost of the applicant will be sought;
j. Buried electrical transformers where feasible;
k. Identified mailbox locations;
l. Identification of all screening materials;
m. Intercom systems for multi-family housing is recommended;
n. Provision of 22 parking spaces for the large daycare;
o. Identification of loading areas for all commercial uses;
p. Compliant inclusionary housing proposal, including 25% of the entire 735 unit
count. Written approval of the inclusionary housing proposal by the manager of the
city’s Housing Trust Fund is required; and,
q. Written details addressing maintenance of common open space and project
amenities.
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4. Prior to construction, the historic preservation analysis of only buildings K and L shall be
expanded to incorporate the entire project build out. The expanded analysis shall be
subject to review and approval by the Development Review Board prior to
construction.
5. Prior to construction, final plat approval of the subdivision of the property shall be sought
and obtained.
6. The following comments and requirements of the Department of Public Works are
incorporated into these conditions of approval. All improvements are at the expense of the
applicant:
a. The existing crosswalk (and bus stop) near Champlain Farms should be removed, as
the ultimate spacing of crosswalks and stops will be more uniform with the planned
crossings and stops at the Project’s southern drive.
b. New crosswalk should be placed proximate to the new Parks & Recreation
redeveloped path near Covent Square with that project
c. At the northern project drive, a crosswalk should be considered if/when future
activity warrants such a facility. Pedestrian counts shall be taken prior to issuance of
a certificate of occupancy. If warrants for a crosswalk are met at this location, it
shall be installed.
d. Per the project plan set, crosswalks shown at the project intersection of South
Road/North Ave.
e. The Applicant will be required to replace the sidewalk more than 5 years old on the
West side of North Ave between the southern property line (Building K) and the
northern property line (north of North drive)
f. The signal at North Ave and South Road should be installed during phase one of the
project and left in flash, until either trip/pedestrian warrants are met, at which time
the signal should become active.
g. A No Parking flashing beacon should be installed at/near the intersection of North
Ave and South Road, the cost of the beacon is the responsibility of the Applicant.
Due to the unique nature of these beacons DPW will install the beacon and seek
reimbursement for the materials and cost of installation.
h. DPW and Applicant to discuss narrowing of the painted median on the north side of
the intersection of North Ave and South Road, DPW to review final plan before line
work is implemented.
i. Bike lane shall have stop bars marked within the bike lanes, these could be offset
from the travel lane stop bars if appropriate.
j. Bike lane markings across intersection at South Road shall be consistent with City
typical markings in both size and configuration. This should include skip lines at the
intersection and bike size chevron in the lane. Also diagonal line striping in the
separated portion of the bike lane should be removed
k. DPW and Applicant to review bicycle left turns at North Ave and South Road. DPW
would like to see a pull off ahead of the crosswalk to allow bicycles to utilize the
pedestrian push button, an alternative we would consider is a bicycle box in the lane
striping. DPW to review and approve final plan before work is implemented.
l. At the Northwest corner of North Ave and South Road the proposed bus stop area
shows a significant amount of concrete/hardscape area. This area will need to be
revisited/revised with DPW.
m. Applicant will seek to adjust property boundary lines in the future on North Ave to
place the sidewalk along North Ave back in the ROW.
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n. A crosswalk needs be placed at the west side of the intersection of South Road and
West Road. This will facilitate pedestrian movements given the planned commercial
activity in the area, adjacent recreational facilities, and ability for DPW to maintain
and clear snow at the intersection.
o. Applicant to review location of stop bars relative to the crosswalks at the
intersection of North Road and West Road. Crosswalks should be placed in front of
stop bars.
p. Signage and Striping:
i. Crosswalk warning signs MUST reflect YIELD to pedestrians, per VT State
Law
ii. Share the lane signage should be independent of the pedestrian crossing signs
iii. The only on street striping should be for crosswalks, stop bars, and in the
immediate vicinity of the proposed signal for center line delineation. No line
striping should be placed for individual parking spaces, center line, or fog
lines.
iv. No speed limit signs within the development
q. Sidewalk configuration/alignment and connection to Lakeview Cemetery will need
to be reviewed by DPW/Parks prior to construction if Applicant pursues acceptance
of project streets by the City.
r. Applicant to review bicycle/pedestrian connection from Building O and P to the bike
path to the west to determine whether additional connection will be at back of
building or at end of sidewalk.
s. Applicant will be required to submit design drawings for retaining wall along North
Road, stamped by a Professional Engineer registered in the State of Vermont.
t. Applicant will be required to place monuments at all parcel boundaries.
u. All public infrastructure intended to be part of the dedication bust be within the
proposed limits of the ROW.
v. Any materials used in the ROW that exceed City Standards will be the responsibility
of the Applicant, and the Applicant will be required to enter into a License
Agreement with DPW, unless otherwise waived, for the care, maintenance,
replacement, removal for the life that material unless otherwise replaced with a
Standard material, at which time the Agreement can be dissolved.
w. For the dedication process the Applicant must, at minimum, provide the following:
i. As-built drawings of all infrastructure in the ROW
ii. Certification from the engineer of record that infrastructure constructed was
completed per plans and specification
iii. All documentation by the project resident engineer for all infrastructure in
the ROW. This shall include but is not limited to: Notes, photographs,
reports, quality control testing, change orders, submittals.
iv. The City shall be invited to participate at all construction meetings
v. The City shall have the right to have oversight during construction, review of
resident engineer documentation, submittals.
x. Review the sequence of work to connect South Road sidewalk/path to the proposed
Parks Path, a connection to those facilities in advance of 2022.
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y. There is a discrepancy between the phasing of the project shown on P1.0 by CEA
and sheet 2 of 2 by VHB with regard to when Building H, Q, and R will be
constructed. Of concern is the varying stormwater treatments that occur during
construction, treatment types shown varies.
7. All proposed sidewalk construction within the public street right-of-way is subject to review
and approval of the Dept. of Public Works. All other construction within the public street
right-of-way is subject to an encumbrance permit issued by the City Council in conjunction
with the Dept. of Public Works.
8. At least 7 days prior to the issuance of a certificate of occupancy, the applicant shall pay
to the Planning & Zoning Department the impact fee as calculated by staff based on the
gross square footage of the proposed development. Impact fees may be paid on a per-phase
basis. Per the development agreement, a $300K credit will apply to parks impact fees due.
9. A 10-year construction period is included in this zoning permit. Any extension thereof shall
require review and approval by the Development Review Board of a request submitted prior
to expiration of the 10-year period. Project phasing shall be as depicted in Plan L-EX4.
10. Days and hours of construction are limited to Monday – Sunday 7:00 AM – 9:00 PM.
11. A State of Vermont wastewater permit is required.
12. All new utility lines shall be buried.
13. It is the applicant’s responsibility to comply with all applicable ADA requirements.
14. All new construction is required to meet the Guidelines for Energy Efficient Construction
pursuant to the requirements of Article VI. Energy Conservation, Section 8 of the City of
Burlington Code of Ordinances.
15. Any outdoor signage will require a separate sign permit.
16. Standard Conditions 1-15.
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